Abstract. The role played by real-valued functions in functional analysis is fundamental. One often considers metrics, or seminorms, or linear functionals, to mention some important examples.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the following question. Let E be a structure from functional analysis (e.g., a Banach space) and let f be a real-valued function de ned on E (e.g., the norm, or a linear functional, or the distance to a subspace): when is f de nable? Can the condition \f is de nable" be characterized in terms which do not involve logic? We claim to answer this question a rmatively for a rich class of structures.
If E is a structure from functional analysis, one generally considers two types of functions on E. (1) Operations, i.e., functions of the form f : E n ! E, where n is a positive integer; (2) Real-valued functions, i.e., functions of the form R : E n ! ?1; 1], where n is a positive integer and ?1; 1] denotes the extended real numbers. We shall consider structures of the form E = ( E; f i ; R j ) i2I;j2J ; where E (the universe of E) is a metric space, each f i is an operation, and each R j is a real-valued function. We will require some further conditions on the universe and the functions, namely: (1) E is a metric space; (2) Each R j is uniformly continuous on the bounded subsets E; (3) Each f i is uniformly continuous and bounded on the bounded subsets of E. We shall refer to these structures as metric space structures. There are two important reasons to restrict our attention to this class of structures: This is precisely the class of structures for which ultrapowers, in the sense considered in functional analysis, are de ned; They have a rich model theory. A model theoretical framework for the study of metric space structures was formally introduced in 8]. In this context, functional-analytic ultrapowers play a role analogous to that played by algebraic ultrapowers in rst-order model theory.
In the model theory of metric space structures, as well as in rst-order model theory, one deals with the abstract notion of elementary extension rather than with concrete ultrapowers. However, the advantage of ultrapowers lies two facts: (1) Their construction involves only notions from analysis (as opposed to logic); (2) Their usefulness is now widely recognized in functional analysis. Thus, when a model theoretical notion about metric space structures lends itself to be rephrased in terms of elementary extensions (e.g., elementary equivalence), results involving this notion can be made readily accessible to the analysis community by replacing elementary extensions with ultrapowers.
Here we study the notion of de nability in functional analysis. Two di erences between the notion of de nablity in analysis and the usual, rather algebraic one from rst-order model theory must be emphasized. First, in analysis, one should study de nable real-valued functions rather than de nable sets. It became clear in 8] that the role played by the former in functional analysis mirrors that played by the latter in rst-order model theory. (To illustrate this with an example, let E be a metric space and let E 0 be a subset of E. In algebra, one would consider the boolean-valued relation \x 2 E 0 "; however, in analysis, one generally needs more information, namely, the real-valued function \distance to the set E 0 ".) Thus, in order to provide a nonlogical characterization of de nability, one must characterize de nability of real-valued functions, rather than de nability of sets.
Secondly, the notion of de nability in functional analysis is somewhat more involved than its rst-order counterpart. In the latter eld, a set is de nable if it is completely determined by a single rst-order formula; in the former, a real-valued function if de nable if its values can be can be \uniformly approximated" at will by positive bounded formulas. The subtleties arise in that the set of parameters needed will depend in general on the accuracy of the approximation.
Let E be a metric space structure and let R be a real-valued function on E n , where E is the universe of E. We want to characterize the property \there exists a family of formulas ( ) >0 which uniformly approximates R". If all the formulas are over a given subset A of E, the answer is given by a functional-analytic version of Svenonious' theorem (Corollary 4). However, this answer is not entirely satisfactory because the set of parameters need not be known beforehand; in fact, in general practice, the parameters depend on the accuracy of the approximation, as well as the speci c nature of the structure. Thus, the question should be restated as follows: Let R be a real-valued function on E; for a subset A of E, when is it true that every model containing A will contain enough parameters to approximate R as closely as desired? In other words, when is it true that whenever (E 0 ; R 0 ; a) a2A is elementary equivalent to (E; R; a) a2A , the function R 0 is de nable? Corollary 6 provides an answer in terms of a topological condition satis ed by su ciently rich ultrapowers of (E; R).
In classical model theory, the above condition corresponds to Shelah's notion of being almost over A, and is characterized in terms of de nable equivalence relations on the models of the theory. In the funtional analytic context, this role is played by de nable pseudometrics on bounded subsets of the models of the theory.
In Section 1, we introduce the notion of de nability for metric space structures, and study the topological properties of these relations which will be used in the rest of the paper. Section 2 and 3 are devoted to the main question (\when is a real-valued function R de nable?"). In Section 2, we answer the question for the particular case when the set parameters of the formulas which approximate R are known. As we have mentioned above, this set of parameters is in general not given. Nonetheless, the result of Section 2 (Theorem 2) is used both as a lemma and as a natural motivation for the general result (Theorem 5) in Section 3, which is the central section of the paper. Finally, in Section 4, we apply the results from Sections 2 and 3 to study the question: when is a type de nable?. The notion of type has already proved quite useful in Banach space geometry. See, for example, 11], 12], 13], and 14].
The shall assume that the reader is familiar with the basic machinery for the model theoretical analysis of metric space structures introduced in 8]. As in 10], we shall restrict our attention normed space structures (i.e., structures whose universe is a normed space) both in order to focus on mathematically richer structures and to simplify the exposition. Nonetheless, the results can be easily modi ed for the general context of metric space structures.
Definable real-valued relations
We work under the notational conventions of 10]. Namely, T denotes the complete positive bounded theory of a normed space structure over a countable language L. All the models considered are models of T. We rule out the trivial case when T is the complete theory of the Banach space f0g.
We also assume that all the models of T are approximately elementary submodels of some large, saturated model E. By the saturation of E, we have E j = A ( a) if and only if E j = ( a) for every positive bounded formula and every a 2 E; We write simply j = ( a), omitting E. If a 2 E, we write k ak as an abbreviation of max 1 i n ka i k.
We consider only complete, positive bounded types which are consistent with T.
The norm of an n-type p, denoted kpk, is the norm of any n-tuple realizing the type.
If X is a subset of E or a set of types, we denote by B N (X) the set of elements of X of norm N ; if N = 1, we write B(X) instead of B 1 (X); if X = E, we write B N (or B) instead of B N (E) (or B(E)).
As in 8], if E = ( E; f i ; R j ) i2I;j2J , we will call the R j 's real-valued relations, instead of real-valued functions. In order to simplify the exposition, we will assume that all the real-valued relations take values on the closed unit interval 0; 1]. This is a rather harmless assumption, since the interval ?1; 1] is uniformly homeo- By assumption, all real-valued relations are bounded. Thus, if R is an m-ary real-valued relation on E, then R is an element of the Banach space`1(E m ) and RjB N is an element of the Banach space`1( (B N ) m ), for every N > 0. 
T ( x) r implies j = r;s 1 ( x) j = r;s 2 ( x) implies T ( x) s: First, take rational numbers r 1 ; r 2 such that r < r 1 < r 2 ? is consistent. Step 3 follows from ( ) and ( ). The original question was to characterize de nability of R in nonlogical terms.
The above characterization is in principle logical, since it involves the model E, whose existence is proved by model theoretical means. However, if is an in nite cardinal, -saturated normed space models of a positive bounded theory can be realized as functional analytic ultrapowers, using + -good ultra lters. This is proved as is classical model theory. (See 15] .) This allows us to restate Theorem 3 as follows. corollary 4. Let E be a model of T. Let R be a real-valued relation on E and let A be a subset of E. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) R is de nable over A; (2) There exists an ultrapower (E; R) of (E; R) such that R is its only conjugate in E. We say that T is almost over A if conj A (T ) is a compact subset of`1( (B N ) m ).
A real-valued relation R on E is almost over A if RjB N is almost over A, for every N > 0.
When the metrics are discrete, metric space structures correspond to the kinds of structures studied in rst-order model theory, real-valued relation correspond to relations in the ordinary sense, and the model theory of metric space structures collapses to rst-order model theory. Under these restrictions, the preceding notion coincides with the classical notion of \almost over A" introduced by S. Shelah. See 15]. (1) R is almost over A. It is easy to see that is a pseudometric. Also, RjB N ( x; y) ( x; y):
Hence RjB N is uniformly continuous with respect to .
We prove that B N is compact with respect to . Suppose that this is not the case. Then there exist > 0 and a sequence ( a k ) in (B N ) m such that ( a k ; a l ) > for k < l. By the de nition of , for each pair k < l there exists an A-conjugate T k;l of RjB N such that j T k;l ( a k ) ? T k;l ( a l ) j > ; for k < l:
Now, since RjB N is almost over A, there exist nitely many A-conjugates of RjB N , say, S 1 ; : : :; S t , such that each T k;l jB N is within 3 of some S i in`1( (B N ) m ). By replacing ( a k ) by a subsequence, we may assume that each T k;l jB N is within 3 of the same S i . Thus, we nd an A-conjugate S of RjB N such that j T k;l ( a k ) ? S( a k ) j < 3 ; for all k:
We have then j S( a k ) ? S(a l ) j > 3 ; for k < l: (3) ) (4) : Fix a separable model E such that RjB N is de nable over E. We claim that every A-conjugate of RjB N is also de nable over E. This will prove (4), for then every A-conjugate of RjB N is determined by countably many formulas over E, and there are at most 2 @0 such formulas.
Let T be an A-conjugate of RjB N . Find an A-automorphism f of E such that T = f(RjB N ). By assumption, RjB N is de nable over the model f ?1 (E). Thus, T is de nable over f(f ?1 (E)) = E. By ( ), 6 = . Assume < (the case > is analogous). For each pair of rational numbers r < s, take rational numbers r; r 0 ; r 00 ; r 000 and s such that < r < r 0 < r 00 < r 000 < s < : Then Thus, f i 6 = f j for i < j < . This is in contradiction with (5) . (6) ) (1) is given by Corollary 2. corollary 6. Let E be a model of T. Let R be an m-ary real-valued relation on E and let A be a subset of E. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
(1) If (E 0 ; R 0 ; a) a2A is elementary equivalent to (E; R; a) a2A , then R 0 is de nable over E 0 ; (2) There exists an ultrapower (E; R) of (E; R) such that R is de nable over every model F satisfying A F E; (3) There exists an ultrapower (E; R) of (E; R) satisfying the following condition: for every N > 0 there exists a pseudometric on (B N (E)) m such that (i) RjB N (E) is uniformly continuous with respect to ;
(ii) ( B N (E) ) m is compact with respect to ;
(iii) is its only A-conjugate in E. The map ( ; ) 7 ! ( ; 1 ; ; 2 ) is called a de nition schema for p over A.
In 10] we proved that a theory T is stable if every type consistent with T is de nable.
Let E be a model and let p( x) 2 S n (E). The construction is as follows. For each formula ( x; y) we take a set of approximations of f r ( x; y) : r 2 Q + g such that r < s if and only if r < s; r ! as r ! 0, i.e., for every > there exists q 2 Q such that < r for 0 < r < q. De ne P ( a) = inff r 2 Q + : r ( x; a) 2 p g: The real-valued relation P is uniformly continuous on every bounded subset of E. We denote by L(P : 2 L) the expansion of the language L with predicates for the P 's and the moduli of uniform continuity provided for them by the Perturbation Lemma. The L(P : 2 L)-structure (E; P : 2 L) is called a p-morleyization of E.
A type p( x) 2 S n (E) is uniquely determined by any p-morleyization (E; P ) ( x)2L of E. Clearly, p is de nable over A if and only if, for each ( x) 2 L, the real-valued relation P is de nable over A. This allows us to use the results from Sections 2 and 3 to characterize de nability of types.
